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The Perspective series follows Megan Wynters and Irys Godeleva from their own points
of view throughout their adventures on the world of Qarradune. Megan suddenly finds

herself on Qarradune, surrounded by an elite superpowered military unit called “the
Warriors”. Irys was raised in high society on Qarradune, but because of her sheltered

life, everything going on there is just as new to her as it is to Megan. They become
instant friends but are abruptly torn apart, facing enslavement by the Warriors, rescues

by heroic Knights, mysterious dreams, and a high stakes masked ball. They risk
everything to find each other again. Adventure is inevitable.



AUTHORS 
Canadian authors Amanda Giasson and Julie B.
Campbell write the voices of Megan Wynters and
Irys Godeleva in the Perspective series. Having
met by chance in the lineup at their university
bookstore on their first day of classes, Amanda
and Julie became fast friends. They credit their
survival of many of their 3-hour long lectures to
their ability to escape to the world of Qarradune.
Both authors live in Ontario and attend local
festivals such as book clubs and Comic Cons,
often while cosplaying their characters!

PerspectiveBookSeries.com



PRAISE FOR THE
PERSPECTIVE SERIES

Give Amanda Giasson and Julie B. Campbell a chance and they’ll
draw you into a world of intrigue.

- Susan Doolan - Special to the Barrie Examiner

PerspectiveBookSeries.com

I liked everything about this story
- Sparks - Amazon.com

 I love how Megan is funny and brave and how Irys is
sweet yet on the verge of letting her inner badassness out.

Oh and I kind of have a crush on Commander Varda. ;)
- Stephy - Amazon.ca

 

Amanda Giasson and Julie B. Campbell have crafted the
perfect combination of strength and vulnerability in Megan
Wynters and Irys Godeleva, the female dynamic duo that
resides within the fantastical world of Qarradune. We are
whisked away with our delightful female protagonists where
there are twists and turns and nothing is as it seems in this
mesmerizing tale of chivalry, bravery, and honor.

-John Darryl Winston - Author of the IA Series

I instantly fell in love with the writing and the characters in Love
at First Plight. Right from the start, the plot draws you in and I
appreciated the great deal of care that went into writing this

novel - the expertly crafted sentences and subtle details made
for a very satisfying reading experience.

- Kat Stiles - Author of the Connected Series
 

Diving in…proved exciting and extremely rewarding – especially when the book
ends up blowing away my expectations and surprisingly, it left me hanging.

- Sandy Pestill - Nautica Book Club Coordinator

https://www.simcoe.com/whatson-story/8411405-authors-part-of-perspective-book-series-in-barrie/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3M14LMH3XCIF1/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1312905743
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/customer-reviews/R2BZ6P4D6CNI7B/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=B01CGWHZU2
https://johndarrylwinston.com/
https://katstiles.com/


LEARN
MORE:
PERSPECTIVEBOOKSERIES.COM

Facebook - @PerspectiveBooks

Perspect i veBookSer ies@gmai l . com

Twitter - @QarraduneBooks

 Instagram - @PerspectiveBooks

YouTube - Perspective Books

TikTok - @PerspectiveBooks

https://perspectivebookseries.com/
https://www.facebook.com/perspectivebooks
https://twitter.com/QarraduneBooks
https://www.instagram.com/perspectivebooks/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Perspectivebookseries
https://www.tiktok.com/@perspectivebooks

